
 

 

 

 

GSNR Forest Resiliency Project 

May 2022 Community Meeting 

Golden State Natural Resources (GSNR) is a forest resiliency program with a mission to enhance the 

quality of life, public safety, economic development, and the environment in California — creating fire 

resilient landscapes and fire-adapted communities. 
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6:30 p.m. Community Meeting Begins; Stations Open 

7:00 p.m. Project Presentation 
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8:00 p.m. Community Meeting Ends 

 

Contact Information 

For more information on the project, please contact our team at gsnr@gsnrnet.org or visit 

https://goldenstatenaturalresources.com. 
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WHY NOW? 
California’s natural resources are world-renowned. Our State is home to 33 million acres of forestland that capture 
millions of tons of CO2 every year to clean our air and water, provide habitat to plants and animals, support local 
economies, and serve as sacred spiritual and cultural centers for indigenous and local communities. But these forests 
are facing new and catastrophic threats, such as longer fire seasons, drought, invasive species, tree mortality, climate 
change, and the consequences of a century of unnatural fire suppression. Conditions are changing more rapidly than 
nature can self-correct.

OUR PLAN 
California’s forests are at a crossroads and swift and dynamic action is required. GSNR provides a unique opportunity 
to restore forest health, revitalize the wood products market, and reinvest in rural communities. GSNR will bring 
local economic and ecological benefits while also supporting broader state and global carbon emissions and climate 
resilience goals.

UTILIZE EXCESS FIRE FUELS 
GSNR will support forest thinning 
projects and provide an outlet for 
forest, orchard, and sawmill woody 
debris. Creating safer and healthier 
forests, preventing waste from being 
burned – all supporting cleaner air 
and water.  

PRODUCE INDUSTRIAL WOOD PELLETS
GSNR will create much-needed, 
stable, skilled occupations in rural 
California communities and help 
revive facilities that will convert 
excess fire fuels into pellets. These 
pellets can be used as an alternative 
energy source to coal.  

MARKET PELLETS 
GSNR will help stimulate California’s 
rural economies and fund its own 
operation by selling industrial wood 
pellets to international markets for 
renewable energy generation in 
replacement of coal.

Golden State Natural Resources (GSNR) is a forest resiliency program 
with a mission to enhance the quality of life, public safety, economic 
development, and the environment in California — creating fire 
resilient landscapes and fire-adapted communities.

1. RESTORE 2. REVITALIZE 3. REINVEST
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OUR COMMITMENT

Forest Resiliency: GSNR brings together committed public and private entities with the 
expertise and resources to support environmentally sustainable forest management. 
We have the opportunity to restore California’s forests to wildfire resilient landscapes 
that produce and sustain healthy trees, clean the air and water, enhance wildlife 
habitat, and reduce carbon dioxide. It is time to restore our forests before it is too late. 

Community Health and Safety: For GSNR, safety is paramount. GSNR is committed 
to keeping our communities healthy and safe from catastrophic wildfire. Reducing 
the potential for catastrophic wildfires in California protects rural communities, 
property, and the natural habitats that surround them, as well as smoke-related air 
quality issues that impact California residents throughout the state. Restoring forest 
management practices advances conservation priorities. 

Quality of Life: Reducing forest fire fuels benefits all Californians by improving air 
quality, carbon reduction, watershed health, wildlife habitat, organic waste diversion, 
and more. GSNR seeks to protect and enhance the quality of life for all Californians. 
GSNR delivers local benefits with a global impact.

Economic Growth: The development of an innovative wood product industry in 
California will create employment opportunities for generations to come. GSNR is 
committed to supporting California’s rural communities through creation of additional 
jobs that will grow local economies but won’t compete with existing industry.

Innovative Solutions: GSNR transforms excess and unmarketable fire fuels into a 
wood product, providing one solution to a multi-pronged crisis in California. GSNR aims 
to reduce the potential for catastrophic wildfires while creating a marketable wood 
product and promoting research and development. GSNR offers what is known as a 
wood utilization strategy, which addresses the global climate crisis.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

HOW IS THIS PROGRAM BEING FUNDED?  
GSNR will primarily secure private investment for development. Investors will be paid with revenue produced from the sale of 
pellets internationally. These revenues will also fund future opportunities. Start-up funding came from GSFA, GSNR’s affiliate 
organization, which is operated by the Rural County Representatives of California (RCRC). GSNR is committed to fulfilling its fiduciary 
commitments to its investors, rural communities, the general public, and program partners.

HOW WILL GSNR SOURCE ITS BIOMASS?
Forest materials will be sourced from environmentally sustainable wildfire rehabilitation projects, forest thinning and fuel reduction 
projects on federal, tribal, and private forestland, sawdust and shavings from sawmills, and orchard removals, preventing them from 
going to waste or being burned. Employing this wood utilization strategy contributes to conservation efforts that provide California 
with clean air and water. 

HOW WILL GSNR FIND CUSTOMERS TO PURCHASE THE PELLETS? 
GSNR is working with industry professionals with connections to international companies and is in direct communication with off-
takers regarding the potential establishment of agreements for the shipment of pellets to international markets. 

HOW WILL GSNR MANAGE JOB TRAINING AND STAFFING FOR THESE SITES? 
One of GSNR’s guiding principles is to contribute to rural economies through job creation. GSNR is committed to hiring locally and 
collaborating with local community colleges on the job training. GSNR is also considering developing a wood innovation campus to 
make resources available to local businesses and entrepreneurs. GSNR will contract with regional contractors and intends to work 
with trade organizations to identify and train staff for the collection and transportation of feedstock. GSNR will pay living wage 
salaries that incentivize additional workforce and create community development opportunities in rural counties. 

HOW WILL GSNR’S BIOMASS COLLECTION ACTIVITIES IMPACT FEEDSTOCK AVAILABILITY FOR OTHER INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS? 
GSNR is committed to contributing to rural economies and working with industry representatives. GSNR is also committed to fulfilling 
its fiduciary duties to investors, rural communities, the general public, and program partners. GSNR will sell pellets at industry-
standard prices to ensure that this new sector does not result in lower prices for other producers. Via the MSA and development of 
Supplemental Project Agreements with the Forest Service, GSNR intends to increase opportunities for increasing overall feedstock 
availability. Further, GSNR will continue to look for ways to support and work with industry partners. GSNR will also continue to pursue 
additional revenue opportunities through the development of additional higher-value products as markets and 
commercially deployable technologies emerge.

Golden State Natural Resources (GSNR) is a forest resiliency program 
with a mission to enhance the quality of life, public safety, economic 
development, and the environment in California — creating fire 
resilient landscapes and fire-adapted communities.
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IS IT GOOD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT TO COLLECT EXCESS FIRE FUELS AND BURN INDUSTRIAL WOOD PELLETS FOR ENERGY? 
GSNR has both profound environmental benefits and potential environmental challenges requiring careful management. GSNR is 
committed to a long-term focus on benefits to rural communities, public safety, the forest, and the environment, including water 
and air quality impacts. GSNR is also committed to complying with all state and federal environmental protection laws in all its 
activities. 

Forest and ecosystem health: 
Removing excess fire fuels from the forest can help reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire and create the conditions that will 
result in a forest ecosystem more closely resembling the forests’ natural status prior to climate change, disease, and unnatural fire 
suppression threw California’s forests into crisis. GSNR is committed to forest resiliency that prioritizes natural biodiversity as part of 
forest treatment plans.

Emissions and climate change:
Like all industrial activities, the collection, processing, transportation, and combustion of tree biomass will produce emissions. 
However, biomass combustion used to displace the use of fossil fuels is considered to be a carbon-neutral energy source within the 
Paris Climate Agreement. Also, removing dangerous fuels from the forest can offset future emissions from wildfires by reducing the 
frequency and intensity in which they burn. More details about the carbon and emissions accounting for this project, as well as other 
efforts GSNR will undertake to counteract these impacts, will be made available during the environmental review process for 
the project. 

HOW DOES GSNR’S EFFORT ALIGN WITH THE STATE’S AND USFS WILDFIRE AND FOREST RESILIENCE GOALS?
California and the U.S. Forest Service are working to increase the pace and scale of its forest treatment efforts to 1 million acres. 
California aims to reach this target through a set of goals outlined in the Governor’s Wildfire and Forest Resilience Action Plan which 
was released in January 2020. The GSNR initiative was launched prior to the State’s action plan and treated acres goal. It provides 
an innovative solution that aligns with the State’s key actions by directly investing in rural communities, protecting public safety, 
creating recreational opportunities, improving wildlife habitat and watersheds, and increasing carbon sequestration. 
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